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Indico Conference Editing

Title: Indico Conference Editing module

Introduced with Indico v.2.3 allows editing of Papers, Slides, Posters.

The whole video is CDS, listed in IndicoFunctions and indexed in the e-learning collection.

More videos on:

- IndicoConferenceProgrammeAndAbstracts
- IndicoConferenceAbstractReview
- IndicoConferenceRegistration
- IndicoConferenceCustomisation
- and more... just click on IndicoFunctions

Material

Screen capture at the video editor's desktop with explanatory slides to separate chapters.

CERN video content owner

Pedro Ferreira for Indico - Luca Ciabini for video - Maria Dimou for e-learning integration.

Other information:

This video was made possible thanks to Luca Ciabini - University of Florence, Italy, Computer Science Dep.

Related Videos

Create a new video under this topic

Create a new Video: (Use a topic name in WikiNotation)

Video Discussion

use the attach button below to upload the video to this page. Then copy/paste the %ATTACHURL% url the video tag above
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